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Introduction

For this paper candidates are required to convey their understanding of written Arabic 
through a series of reading tasks. The exam paper has two parts: the text booklet and the 
question paper. The text booklet consists of three passages discussing the following topics; 
education and sport.

The question booklet is divided into three sections; Section 1 encompasses Q01-Q09 which 
are based on the first and second passages. Section 2 requires a summary question on the 
third passage. Section 3 are grammar based questions.

Q04 and Q08 requires candidates to apply rhetoric and literary analysis to the texts. Q09 
requires candidates to apply literary and rhetoric analysis to make comparisons between the 
texts.
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Question 1

The majority of candidates answered this question very well and displayed a good 
understanding of what was asked of them.

This response demonstrates the candidate answering the question 
succinctly without unnecessary additions. They achieved full marks.
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Question 2

For this question candidates were asked to use evidence from the text to demonstrate their 
skill of finding information. Candidates understood how to find the required evidence from 
the text and thus the majority received full marks. However, many candidates didn't want to 
write out the full quotation so instead used dots in the middle to avoid writing the full 
reference.

This candidate shows excellent understanding of the question and 
achieves full marks.
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Question 3

Q03 comprises two sections. Both require an open answer and the use of information from 
the text. The majority of candidates answered both parts correctly showing good ability to 
scan texts for information. For part (a) candidates tended to state more points than 
necessary. For part (b) most candidates answered this question accurately using the right 
references.
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This candidate scores full marks for both parts of the question.

Candidates should avoid stating more points than are necessary to 
achieve full marks.
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Question 4

For this question, candidates are required to understand and analyse how writers create 
effect. Most candidates did not answer this question well. The question is about the use of 
sentences and words in the text, as well as the style of writing البلاغة that requires knowledge 
of the language. Most candidates struggled to identify the different styles of writing used by 
the author. A large number were confused between different styles used in the text and were 
naming الأسالیب البلاغیة by the wrong terms such as الأسلوب الانشائي بأنواعھ \الأسلوب الخبري وبأنواعھ كما أخطأ 
 There is no correct answer if the candidate does . الطلبة في التمییزبین السجع والجناس وبین الطباق والترادف
not explain why they have mentioned that specific style.

Typically, candidates answer this question with pre learned materials which often lead to 
answers that aren’t structured well with no evidence and most of the time unrelated to the 
text. Some candidates mentioned rhetoric language but did not show understanding of it by 
choosing the wrong evidence from the text. Some candidates tended to repeat themselves 
just to fill the lines.
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Question 5

Most candidate answered correctly, but not completely, but answers were still accepted. التشابھ 
 A minority of . أكثر من استخدامھم ل لكتاب without completeing the sentence ھو استخدامھم للأجھزة الذكیة
candidates missed the answer.
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Question 6

The majority of the candidates did not find it difficult to give a good answer to this question, 
using the text or quotes. Although many candidates scored full marks, some misinterpreted 
what was asked; what age group is less interested in reading.
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Question 7

Q07(a) requires two points to be stated by candidates; reading aloud and being consistent. 
The majority scored one mark and missed mentioning consistent reading. Some candidates 
were confused by part (b) and didn’t use the evidence well.
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Question 8

Here candidates are required to understand and analyse how writers use techniques to 
create effect. This question is very similar to Q04 as its main purpose is to explain the 
structure and analyse the style of writing of the text. Most candidates did not answer this 
question well, using descriptive writing instead of analysis. Many candidates were confused 
between different styles used in the text and showed basic understanding but could not 
expand on their points. Some candidates answered with a generic answer, as though 
prelearned, and therefore could not use the required evidence and examples in their 
answers. Some candidates mentioned rhetoric language but did not display understanding 
of it by choosing the wrong evidence from the text. Candidates tended to repeat themselves 
to fill the lines.
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Question 9

Candidates should start by summarising the subject of each text and recognise and compare 
what the goal of each text is e.g. is one advice and the other dialogue; is one report and the 
other research; does one take a positive view and the other negative?  

Candidates should show understanding and skills of the language structure, compare styles 
referring to registries, the passive and active forms, length of sentences, mood in texts and 
ambiences; these can all be used to point out differences and similarities between different 
texts.  

Candidates should start with an introduction, then the body, and finally a summary making 
sure that they are comparing both texts throughout, simultaneously.
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This is an example of a poor response to this question; the candidates 
scores 3/15.
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Question 10

For Q10 candidates are required to summarise information from extended texts and to write 
main points clearly. They must mention what traditional clothing represents to the culture 
and the history of it as well as how it was discovered, developed, and improved. The text 
refers specifically to the gulf area which candidates should point out in their summary. Most 
candidates answered correctly however some used entire passages from the text which did 
not reflect their skills of summarising.
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This is an excellent response and the candidate scores 6/6.
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Question 11

The majority of candidates found these questions difficult and many did not respond well.
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Question 12

Many candidates provided good responses to this question. Others struggled with providing 
the correct word format in their answers, e.g. the answer to Q12(b) should be ِیرتق whereas 
candidates wrote یرتقي . A very small number failed to attempt the question at all.
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Question 13 (d)

Candidates were unable to use grammatical skills in order to get the correct answer resulting 
in very low marks being scored. Instead of خبر أصبح منصوب وعلامة نصبھ تنوین الفتح الظاھر على آخره they 
wrote وعلامة رفعھ الضمة الظاھرة على آخره اسم أصبح مرفوع
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Question 13 (e)

Here candidates need to explain linguistic structures (parsing). This demonstrates their ability 
to manipulate the language structure.

This candidate scored 0/1. The parsing for the word "معظم" is a subject 
and it is a nominative word. However this candidate does not differ 
between the noun and the verb. The correct parsing is فاعل مرفوع وعلامة 
.رفعھ الضمة الظاھرة على آخره
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Question 14

A number of candidates answered correctly but there were more who didn't gain full marks. 
For example, some failed to perform a correct sentence for Q14(d) لعل الرجلین متفقان على السفر as 
they wrote لعل الرجلان متفقین which is icorrect .
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Paper Summary

Advice to centres:

Candidates must make sure they write clearly and answer in the space provided rather 
than elsewhere else on the paper (as some did this year).
A reoccurring error was candidates not using quotation marks for evidence taken from the 
text, plus using evidence but not writing it in their own words.
Although candidates displayed an understanding of the topics, there was a lack of using 
the correct structure to answer Q04 and Q08. Some answered in bullet points rather than 
explain in detail.
In Q09 where candidates were required to compare texts, many focused on comparing 
structures rather than content.
Candidates particularly excelled in answering grammar related questions, showing 
understanding of the rubric requirements.
Candidates answered section 2, which required them to summarise the text, very well. 
They displayed an interest in, and understanding of, the text which was reflected in high 
marks.
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Grade boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

https://qualifications.pearson.com/en/support/support-topics/results-certification/grade-
boundaries.html
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